Hue perception has been shown to differ for the same stimulus when presented to the temporal and the nasal areas of the retina. The present study investigated perceptual differences in stimuli viewed binocularly or monocularly in the peripheral retina to determine how hue information combines across the two retinas for a stimulus falling on the temporal retina of one eye and the nasal retina of the other. A hue-scaling procedure was utilized to ascertain hue perception for three color-and binocular-normal observers viewing monochromatic stimuli (450-670 nm, 20 nm steps) ranging in size from 1.0°to 3.7°. Peripherally-presented binocular stimuli fell upon the nasal retina of one eye and the temporal retina of the other. Hue-scaling results indicated that peripheral binocular hue and saturation perceptions for smaller stimuli were more similar to those of stimuli falling on the temporal retina in the monocular condition. Hue-scaling data were also used to determine perceptive field sizes for the four elemental hues. Binocular perceptive field sizes were more similar to those obtained for stimuli falling on the temporal retina in the monocular conditions. Eye dominance did not appear to have an effect on hue perception. The results seem to indicate that visual information from the temporal retina is weighted more heavily when information from the two eyes is combined cortically. This finding may relate to differences in V1 cortical activation for stimuli presented to the nasal retina versus the temporal retina.
Introduction
The fact that humans possess two eyes laterally offset from one another affords us the remarkable capacity for binocular vision, enabling us to enjoy a perception of three-dimensional depth. This lateral displacement of the two eyes also allows us to investigate the way binocular signals combine in the visual pathway. Since the time of Sir Isaac Newton's Opticks (1704), a substantial body of dichoptic research (e. g., Erkelens & van Ee, 2002; Hecht, 1928; Ikeda & Sagawa, 1979; Kingdom & Libenson, 2015; LangeMalecki, Creutzfeldt, & Hinse, 1985; O'Shea & Williams, 1996) has investigated how competing color signals from individual eyes combine to yield not only binocular color fusion, but also binocular rivalry. While the dichoptic paradigm can yield a great deal of insight into cortical processes underlying dichoptic viewing, and the general manner in which binocular signals combine under dichoptic viewing conditions, it does not necessarily address the question of how binocular color perception occurs under everyday conditions, where the chromatic input to the two eyes is very similar to each other. Seldom do we spontaneously encounter a visual scene in which the input to each individual eye differs so starkly as it does in dichoptic paradigms.
In a similar manner, psychophysical color vision research has historically been conducted monocularly, with observers viewing stimuli with only one eye. This general experimental procedure has yielded information regarding the function of the retina and its underlying structures, and has previously shown that there are differences in color perception for stimuli presented to different areas of the retina (e. g., Abramov, Gordon, & Chan, 1991; Buck, Knight, & Bechtold, 2000; Gordon & Abramov, 1977; Nerger, Volbrecht, & Ayde, 1995; Opper, Douda, Volbrecht, & Nerger, 2014; Stabell & Stabell, 1979; Thomas & Buck, 2006; Volbrecht, Nerger, Imhoff, & Ayde, 2000; Volbrecht, Nerger, & Trujillo, 2011) . These differences in hue perception across the retina are not entirely unexpected, as photoreceptor and ganglion cell distributions across the retina are neither uniform nor symmetrical within a single eye (Curcio & Allen, 1990; Curcio, Sloan, Kalina, & Hendrickson, 1990) .
The aforementioned variations in the photoreceptor mosaic across the retina also underlie differences in hue perception between the fovea and the peripheral retina. Although the specific effects of retinal location depend on a number of factors, such as wavelength, stimulus size, and retinal illuminance (Abramov et al., 1991; Buck et al., 2000; Volbrecht, Clark, Nerger, & Randall, 2009) , generally the fovea displays the strongest chromatic response (e. g., Abramov et al., 1991; Gordon & Abramov, 1977; cf. Opper et al., 2014) . As the size of a peripherally-presented stimulus increases, however, peripheral hue perception becomes more ''fovea-like" (e. g., Abramov et al., 1991; Gordon & Abramov, 1977) , until the stimulus is of sufficient size to yield an asymptotic hue percept. Continuing to increase the stimulus size beyond this point produces relatively little improvement in hue perception (Abramov et al., 1991) . The size at which this hue percept is achieved is referred to as filling a perceptive field, which may be conceived of as the perceptual equivalent of a receptive field (Abramov et al., 1991; Pitts et al., 2005) .
Perceptive fields increase with increasing retinal eccentricity as one moves from the fovea toward the periphery of the retina (Abramov et al., 1991; Nerger et al., 1995) . Due to differences in photoreceptor distribution between the nasal and temporal retinas at 10°retinal eccentricity (Curcio & Allen, 1990; , perceptive fields tend to be larger in the nasal retina than in the temporal retina (Volbrecht et al., 2009 ) and appear to be influenced by rod contribution to hue. The greater the ratio of rods to cones in a retinal area, the larger the size of the perceptive field Volbrecht et al., 2009) .
Although hue-scaling and perceptive field data obtained with the traditional monocular method have granted us a great deal of insight about how the eyes function individually, in everyday life we seldom use only one eye to gain an impression of the world around us. Given the variability in the photoreceptor mosaic underlying different parts of the retina (Curcio & Allen, 1990; , the differences in hue perception for different retinal areas (Abramov et al., 1991; Buck et al., 2000; Gordon & Abramov, 1977; Nerger et al., 1995; Opper et al., 2014; Stabell & Stabell, 1979; Thomas & Buck, 2006; Volbrecht et al., 2000 Volbrecht et al., , 2011 and the fact that under some circumstances stimuli viewed binocularly will fall on different areas of the retina for each eye, it remains to be seen how color information from the two retinas combines in binocular pathways. Evidence has been found for a neural pathway specifically responsible for integrating chromatic information between the two eyes to achieve a perception of depth (Simmons & Kingdom, 1997) . It has been hypothesized that chromatic information pertaining to stereopsis may be carried at least as far as V1 by the parvocellular pathway, the neural pathway thought to be responsible for conveying red-green opponent information. This may indicate that red and green chromatic signals are processed differently for stimuli viewed with two eyes than for stimuli viewed monocularly, although the exact nature of this difference is unclear. Another study (Wong & Freeman, 1999) has reported a separate pathway for chromatic information presented to both eyes; specifically, that there is a difference in the way binocular chromatic information and binocular luminance information is spatially integrated, with chromatic information ''cooperating" (i.e., combining) across the two retinas while no such cooperation occurs for luminance information. Simmons and Kingdom (1998) and Simmons (2005) have also obtained results indicating differences in binocular summation of chromatic versus luminance signals, with greater summation occurring for chromatic information. A previous study (Ciganek, 1970) found evidence that redundant information from the foveas for stimuli viewed binocularly may be discarded along the visual pathway as input from the two eyes combines. This combining of spatial chromatic information across the two retinas may imply that perceptive field sizes are smaller for stimuli viewed binocularly, because each eye is viewing the same scene from a slightly different angle and redundant information between the two eyes is being discarded along the visual pathway, removing extraneous information from the analysis of the visual scene.
Further complicating matters is the fact that most people possess a ''dominant eye", which tends to exert a greater influence over the perception of a scene viewed binocularly. Research on how eye dominance affects binocular color perception has yielded mixed results, with some studies finding support for a prevailing influence of the dominant eye (e. g., Johannsen, 1930; Newman, Wolfe, Stewart, & Lessell, 1991; Peirce, Solomon, Forte, & Lennie, 2008) and others finding that eye dominance is not a factor (e. g., Costa, Ventura, Perazzolo, Murakoshi, & Silveira, 2006; Ikeda & Sagawa, 1979; Verriest, Laethem, & Uvijls, 1982) . To sort out possible effects of eye dominance, a series of studies using a dichoptic paradigm (Crovitz & Lipscomb, 1963; Leat & Woodhouse, 1984; Stanley, Carter, & Forte, 2011) investigated whether one area of the retina, as opposed to one eye, consistently dominated perception when stimuli of short duration (100-1000 ms) were presented to different areas of the retina in each eye. While results were mixed, one study (Crovitz & Lipscomb, 1963) clearly demonstrated that in a binocular rivalry paradigm, the stimulus falling on the nasal area of the retina tended to dominate perception: the stimulus that fell on the temporal retina was typically not perceived at all. Others (Leat & Woodhouse, 1984; Stanley et al., 2011) found similar results, although the effect was weaker, with participants exhibiting a range of possible dominance patterns (nasal dominates temporal, temporal dominates nasal, or neither location reliably dominates). For stimuli presented continuously there was no clear dominance pattern based on retinal location (Leat & Woodhouse, 1984) .
The current experiment investigated color perception both monocularly and binocularly to determine how information from each individual eye combines to yield a binocular color perception when a stimulus fills or does not fill a perceptive field. Based on previous studies, it was predicted that: 1) binocular peripheral color perception would approach foveal color perception at smaller stimulus sizes than monocular peripheral color perception, i.e., binocular peripheral perceptive field sizes would be smaller than monocular peripheral perceptive fields (Landisman & Ts'o, 2002; Newman et al., 1991; Peirce et al., 2008; Simmons & Kingdom, 1997; Ts'o, Roe, & Gilbert, 2001; Wong & Freeman, 1999) ; and 2) of the two monocular peripheral conditions, binocular color perception would be most similar to that of a stimulus monocularly presented to the nasal retina of the dominant eye (Crovitz & Lipscomb, 1963; Stanley et al., 2011) .
Method

Participants
Observers were AL, a 22-year-old female; AW, a 23-year-old male; and VV, a 57-year-old female. All observers had normal color vision in both the right and left eyes as assessed with the Farnsworth-Munsell 100-hue panel test, D-15 panel test, desaturated D-15 panel test, and the Neitz anomaloscope (OT-II). Binocular perception was assessed using the Distance Randot Test (Stereo Optical Company, Inc., Chicago, Ill.); all observers were able to perceive the shapes at all retinal disparities. Eye dominance was assessed using the Miles test of ocular dominance (Miles, 1930) . All binocular-normal observers were right-eye dominant. All observers except AL were myopic and wore corrective lenses when viewing stimuli. This experiment was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained from all observers.
Materials
Apparatus
Stimuli were presented via a 6-inch diameter integrating sphere (F of Fig. 1 ; Gooch & Housego OL IS-670-LED) connected to a fiber optic light guide that was placed in the light path of a Maxwellianview optical system illuminated by a 300 W (5500 K) xenon arc lamp (Oriel). A stimulus duration of 500 ms was achieved with a driver-controlled shutter (Uniblitz, model T132) also placed in the light path of the Maxwellian-view optical system. A lens (C, Fig. 1 ), iris diaphragm (D, Fig. 1 ; 30 mm when fully opened), and filter box (E, Fig. 1) were placed between the integrating sphere and the stimulus-viewing aperture. These components magnified the stimulus, controlled stimulus size, and held neutral-density filters, respectively
Observers used a table-mounted chin and forehead rest (A, Fig. 1 ) to stabilize the head inside a hood constructed of black cardboard that prevented light leakage. The stimulus was visible though a 30-mm opening created in a cardboard hood located in front of the observer (B, Fig. 1 ). Observers were seated 1 m from the cardboard aperture. This distance was selected because all observers were able to achieve binocular fusion of all stimulus sizes. Fixation points stabilized the observer's gaze and were created via optical fibers inserted in the cardboard around the aperture where the stimulus was displayed (B, Fig. 1 ). The optical fibers for the fixation points transmitted light from an LED light source (G, Fig. 1 ) regulated by a potentiometer (H, Fig. 1 ).
Stimuli
Observers viewed circular monochromatic stimuli at approximately 15 trolands (td; range: 13.78-17.00 td). Interference filters (Ditric Optics) with peak transmission from 450 to 670 nm, in 20 nm steps, controlled stimulus hue (see Table 1 ). Stimuli were presented for 500 ms. The stimuli subtended 1°, 1.7°, 2.25°, 2.7°, or 3.7°of visual angle, with one stimulus size presented per data collection session. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , two vertical fixation points were placed 2.35°above and below the center of the 30-mm cardboard aperture, half a degree outside the diameter of the largest stimulus size. Two horizontal fixation points were oriented on either side of the stimulus, calculated to be 10°from the center of the aperture when viewed from a distance of 1 m (Fig. 2) .
Calibration
Neutral-density filter calibrations were performed from 450 to 670 nm in 20-nm steps with a UDT S370 radiometer. Photometric calibrations were made for each interference filter with a Minolta Chroma Meter CS-100 photometer. Luminance values from photometric measurements were then converted to retinal illuminance (trolands) using Watson and Yellott's (2012) unified formula to determine the age-appropriate pupil size for each observer. The coefficient for monocular or binocular viewing in the formula was set to binocular viewing in order to ensure stimuli in both the monocular and binocular conditions were physically the same. This coefficient accounts for the fact that luminance input to the visual system is greater, and thus pupil size is smaller, under binocular conditions. Following from these measurements and calculations, neutral density filters were selected for each observer to yield a retinal illuminance of approximately 15 td at each stimulus wavelength. Peak transmission and half-bandwidth for each interference filter was determined using a Photo Research SpectraScan PR650 spectral radiometer. In general, the measured wavelengths at peak transmission matched the manufacture's nominal wavelength values, so the nominal values are used when referring to the wavelength values in this study (see Table 1 ).
Procedure
Duration of dark adaptation was 30 min to include rod contribution. As specified in Table 2 condition monocularly with his/her right or left eye as well as binocularly for a total of six viewing conditions. Under monocular viewing conditions, the eye not being used was occluded with an eyepatch. Observers utilized the ''4 + 1" hue-scaling procedure (Abramov et al., 1991) to describe the hue of each stimulus. Observers were instructed to specify the percent of each of the elemental hues-blue, green, yellow, and red-between 0 and 100. The total hue percentages needed to sum to 100, and observers could not use opponent color pairs (i.e., red/green or blue/yellow) simultaneously to describe a stimulus (Abramov et al., 1991) . Observers also specified the saturation of the stimulus with a percentage between 0 and 100, where 0 was a completely achromatic experience and 100 was a completely chromatic experience. Three separate data collection sessions were run for each experimental condition and stimulus size, with a fourth session added for conditions where the data were variable, which were generally the smallest stimulus sizes, as it was more difficult for observers to make hue judgments for these stimuli. Between four and seven conditions were pseudorandomly run per session, with the length of a session ranging from one to two hours.
Data analysis
2.5.1. Hue-scaling functions For data analysis, hue percentages specified for each wavelength at each stimulus size and viewing condition were scaled to the saturation percentage so that the sum of the hue percentages of all hue terms at a given wavelength equaled the saturation percentage (Abramov et al., 1991) . Means of the scaled hue percentages were computed across experimental sessions for each condition and observer, and then the grand mean and the standard error of the means (SEM) across all three observers were calculated. If more than two hue terms were used to describe a stimulus, the smallest hue percentage was reapportioned into the other two percentages (Abramov, Gordon, & Chan, 2009; Volbrecht & Nerger, 2012) . If the reapportioning resulted in an opponent-hue pair being used to describe a stimulus for a given wavelength, that data point was eliminated. The data points eliminated using this criterion were as follows: 1.0°stimulus at 570 nm for the monocular right eye nasal viewing condition; 2.25°stimulus at 450 nm for the binocular left fixation viewing condition.
Match-paired t-tests were run to determine if the differences between the binocular and monocular temporal functions and the binocular and monocular nasal functions were statistically significant from each other. Additionally, the mean absolute deviation between the binocular and monocular temporal functions and the binocular and monocular nasal functions was calculated for each hue term and stimulus size. The absolute values were then averaged across all wavelengths to yield a single absolute mean deviation value for each comparison.
Perceptive fields determination
In order to ascertain the stimulus size at which hue perception reached an asymptote, perceptive field sizes were determined. Hue and saturation percentages specified for each wavelength at each stimulus size and viewing condition underwent an arcsine transformation to reduce unequal variance (formula: ''Sensation% = ((2 Â arcsine (square root (untransformed sensation%/100)))/ pi) Â 100"; Gordon, Abramov, & Chan, 1994, p. 38) . This transformation was not used above, but was preserved so that the perceptive field data from this study was comparable to perceptive field data from other studies (e. g., Abramov et al., 1991; Gordon & Abramov, 1977; Pitts et al., 2005; Volbrecht et al., 2009 ). These transformed values were then scaled to the transformed saturation percentage and the grand mean and SEM across observers was calculated as described above.
The grand means across observers for each scaled and transformed hue term were then plotted as a function of stimulus size for each fixation condition and wavelength, provided that they met three criteria: 1) data for a given hue term were available at each wavelength from at least two of the three observers; 2) the grand mean across observers was greater than the mean standard error of the mean computed across stimulus sizes; and 3) each observer specified a percentage greater than zero for that hue term at all stimulus sizes (Abramov et al., 1991; Pitts et al., 2005; Troup et al., 2005; Volbrecht et al., 2009 ). These criteria eliminated perceptive field sizes from being determined by only one observer and from values not differing from zero. A Michaelis-Menten growth function was then fitted to the data using the Kaleidagraph graphing program with the ''Michaelis-Menten" command; see Fig. 3 for a sample Michaelis-Menten function. The percent value associated with g defines the value associated with the asymptote of the function and k is the stimulus size associated with 50% of the asymptotic percent value. In accordance with Abramov et al. (1991) , perceptive field size was defined as the stimulus size associated with 75% of the asymptotic value of the growth function (3k). Values for the two parameters were determined for each hue term used at each wavelength and for each fixation condition that met the criteria listed above.
Results
Hue scaling
To assist in interpreting the results, Table 3 specifies where the stimulus projected on the retina (temporal, nasal) for each eye dur-
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ig. 2. Diagram of fixation point plate through which observers viewed the stimuli; vertical fixation points, between which the stimulus was centered; and horizontal fixation points, which observers fixated to achieve the correct viewing orientation in the periphery. ing peripheral viewing. In presentation of data, each monocular fixation condition will be referred to by the corresponding retinal location (e. g., ''left eye, left fixation" will be referred to as ''left eye temporal"). Table 4 . Since two comparisons were made in each panel, a Bonferroni adjustment was made so that the p-value for significance was 0.025 in each panel.
As Fig. 4 shows, the binocular response functions of the two smallest stimulus sizes (top left panels) are more similar to the monocular left temporal functions, particularly those for yellow. None of the differences between the binocular and monocular temporal functions, or the binocular and monocular nasal functions, however, were statistically significant at any stimulus size for either blue or yellow. In spite of this, Fig. 4 does demonstrate visually that as stimulus size increases, the monocular nasal functions become more similar to those of the binocular and monocular temporal functions, until no apparent differences remain between the functions at the largest stimulus size (3.7°). The mean absolute deviation between the binocular and monocular temporal function for the 1.0°stimulus was smaller (4.04) than that between the binocular and monocular nasal functions (14.40). For the 3.7°stim-ulus, however, the absolute mean deviations between the binocular and monocular temporal (3.02) and monocular nasal (1.62) are much closer in value. Fig. 5 shows mean red and green response functions for the same viewing conditions across observers as Fig. 4 . There is little difference across all stimulus sizes between the green and red functions measured in the binocular and monocular temporal conditions, and there were no significant differences between these two functions. The panels in Fig. 5 , however, show that there are differences between the green and red functions from the binocular and monocular nasal conditions for the smaller stimuli. These differences are statistically significant for the green response functions with the 1.0°(upper left panel), 1.7°(upper middle panel), and 2.25°(upper right panel) stimuli (see Table 4 ), and for the red functions with the 1.0°and 1.7°stimuli. The differences between the binocular, temporal, and nasal conditions abate as the stimulus size increases. Differences between the binocular and nasal conditions are no longer significant by the time the stimulus reaches 2.7°for the green function and 2.25°for the red function.
Mean saturation functions across observers for the binocular left, left temporal, and right nasal conditions are shown in Fig. 6 . Here, again, there is no significant difference between the binocular and temporal saturation functions, but significant differences are found between the binocular and nasal saturation functions for the 1.0°, 1.7°, 2.25°, and 2.7°stimuli (see Table 4 ). At the largest stimulus, 3.7°, there are no significant differences between the monocular nasal and the binocular saturation functions.
Figs. 7-9 depict the data for the binocular right fixation (solid line, circles), monocular temporal (right fixation; dashed line, squares), and monocular nasal (left fixation; dotted line, triangles) viewing conditions. Figs. 7-9 show the mean blue and yellow, red and green, and saturation response functions across observers, respectively. Here, too, it is observed that the binocular condition more closely resembles the monocular temporal condition than the monocular nasal, although all three functions become more similar with increasing stimulus size. As in Fig. 1 , none of the differences between the binocular and monocular functions were significant for blue, but the absolute mean deviation between the binocular and monocular temporal functions (2.05) was smaller than that for the monocular nasal function (12.38).
There was a significant difference between the monocular temporal and the binocular yellow functions, but only for the 2.25°s timulus (see Table 4 ; Fig. 7 , upper right panel); this was the only instance in which the monocular temporal and binocular functions differed significantly. The differences between the absolute mean deviations between the binocular and the monocular temporal yellow functions (6.10) and the binocular and monocular nasal yellow functions (9.38) for the 1.0°stimulus size was relatively small. There was a significant difference between the monocular nasal and binocular green functions, but only for the 1.7°stimulus (Fig. 8, upper middle panel) , although the absolute deviations of the two monocular functions from the binocular green function for the 1.0°stimulus differed greatly (8.94 between binocular and monocular temporal functions vs. 20.28 between binocular and monocular nasal functions). For red, the monocular nasal and binocular conditions differed significantly for the 1.0° (Fig. 8 , upper left panel) and 1.7°stimuli (Fig. 5, upper middle panel) . These dif- ferences were no longer significant by the time the stimulus reached 2.25°in size. The monocular nasal and binocular saturation functions differed significantly from each other and these differences were most persistent, occurring for all but the largest stimulus size (Fig. 9) . Note, however, that for the 3.7°stimulus, the nadir for the monocular nasal function occurs at a noticeably smaller percentage than the nadir for the binocular and monocular temporal functions (mean absolute deviation between nadir of monocular nasal and binocular functions: 25.33; mean absolute deviation between nadir of monocular temporal and binocular functions: 3.49). Mean hue and saturation percentages across wavelength and observer are shown as a function of stimulus size in Figs. 10 (binocular left fixation, left eye nasal, and right eye temporal viewing conditions) and 11 (binocular right fixation, right eye nasal, and left eye temporal viewing conditions) in order to more clearly show changes in hue and saturation perception as stimulus size increases. As two comparisons were made for each hue term, a Bonferroni correction was made so that significance was achieved at the 0.025 level. In both Figs. 10 and 11, for green, red, and saturation (upper right panel, middle right panel, and lower left panel, respectively), hue and saturation percentages were lower for smaller stimulus sizes in the nasal viewing conditions (triangles) than for the binocular fixation (circles) or temporal viewing conditions (squares). Match-paired t-tests between the binocular and monocular functions indicated that the differences between the binocular left fixation and left temporal functions were not significant, whereas the differences between the binocular left fixation and right nasal functions were significant for green (t(4) = À6.52, p = 0.0014), red (t(4) = À3.20, p = 0.017), and saturation (t(4) = À2.76, p = 0.025). Similarly, differences between the binocular right and right tem- poral functions were not significant, but differences between the binocular right and left nasal functions were significant for green (t(4) = À3.34, p = 0.01), and approached significance for yellow (t (4) = À2.30, p = 0.04), red (t(4) = À2.45, p = 0.035), and saturation (t(4) = À2.54, p = 0.03). In Figs. 10 and 11, the data show that the slopes of the nasal functions for green, red, and saturation (upper right, middle right, and lower left panels, respectively) are greater than those for the binocular or monocular temporal conditions, until the point at which the functions level off; this indicates that the change in percentage from the smallest to the largest stimulus size was greatest in the monocular nasal conditions.
Perceptive field sizes
Perceptive field sizes as a function of wavelength for a particular hue term are presented in Figs. 12 (binocular left fixation, left eye temporal, and right eye nasal viewing conditions) and 13 (binocular right fixation, right eye temporal, and left eye nasal viewing conditions). Both figures show that the binocular viewing conditions (solid line, circles) and the monocular temporal viewing conditions (dashed line, squares) closely resemble one another across all wavelengths. Perceptive field sizes for the monocular nasal viewing conditions (dotted line, triangles) differ from the binocular and monocular temporal viewing conditions, although for blue, yellow, and red (Figs. 12 and 13, upper left panel, lower left panel, and lower right panels, respectively), the differences among the three viewing conditions is not as great as that observed for green.
There is considerably more variation in green perceptive field sizes across wavelength for the monocular nasal condition than for the binocular fixation condition or the monocular temporal condition, with perceptive field size continuously increasing with wavelength for the right nasal viewing condition (Fig. 12 , upper right panel), and increasing with wavelength until approximately 530 nm for the left nasal viewing condition (Fig. 13, upper right  panel) . In general, in cases where there are differences in perceptive field size for the different viewing conditions, perceptive field size is larger when the stimulus falls monocularly on the nasal retina.
Discussion
Hue scaling
Our original hypothesis was that hue-scaling results for the binocular viewing conditions would be most similar to those for the monocular nasal retina of the observer's dominant eye. The findings did not support this hypothesis; rather, hue-scaling results for the binocular viewing conditions more closely resembled those obtained with the monocular temporal retina, regardless of eye dominance (Figs. 1-6 ). Statistically significant differences existed between the binocular and nasal hue-scaling functions for the smaller stimulus sizes, particularly for green and red (Figs. 2 and 5) and saturation (Figs. 3 and 6 ). This was not the case for the binocular and temporal functions. Additionally, the difference between the binocular and monocular nasal conditions abated with increasing stimulus size. Thus, for smaller stimuli, it appears that under binocular viewing conditions, the temporal retina exerts more influence over perception than does the nasal retina.
Perceptive fields
We had hypothesized that perceptive field sizes would be smaller for the binocular viewing conditions than for either of the monocular viewing conditions. This hypothesis was also not upheld. As shown in Figs. 12 and 13, perceptive field sizes were quite similar for both binocular and monocular temporal viewing conditions, and larger overall for the left and right monocular nasal conditions. Similar to the hue-scaling results, this would seem to imply that the temporal retina has more influence over binocular perception than the nasal retina for smaller stimuli.
A difference in perceptive field size between the nasal and temporal retinas has been shown previously; in particular, k values were found to be larger in the nasal retina than the temporal retina under dark-adaptation conditions maximizing rod input (Volbrecht et al., 2009 ). Although the current experiment supports previous findings that nasal perceptive fields are larger than temporal perceptive field sizes, the actual sizes of the nasal perceptive fields in the current experiment are larger than values reported previously. Abramov et al. (1991) took the mean of the positive k values for green across wavelength; they found that mean perceptive field size for green presented 10°nasally was 1.89°. Volbrecht et al. (2009) used this same method to determine that perceptive field size for green in the same retinal location was 6.84°. The current study found a mean green perceptive field value of 18.79°at 10°nasally in the right eye, and a value of 11.80°at 10°nasally in the left eye.
It is possible that the reason Abramov et al.'s (1991) nasal perceptive fields are comparatively small is that while Volbrecht et al. (2009) and the current study required observers to dark-adapt for 30 min for the peripheral stimulus presentation conditions, Abramov et al. (1991) only required 10 min of dark adaptation and thus may not have allowed enough time for rod photopigment to fully regenerate. Rods are known to increase the perceptive field size for all elemental hues, but especially that for green (Pitts et al., 2005; Volbrecht et al., 2009) . As for the differences in nasal perceptive field sizes found by the current study versus those found by Volbrecht et al. (2009) , it is worth noting that when mean perceptive field values were calculated for data from the current study, the standard deviation for the nasal perceptive field sizes for green was quite large: 21.11°for the right nasal condition, and 11.65°for the left nasal condition. Thus the perceptive field sizes found by Volbrecht et al. fall within the range of values corresponding to the mean nasal perceptive field size for green found by the current study. Additionally, the current study used a retinal illuminance of 15 td, whereas Volbrecht et al.'s study utilized 20 td. Lowering retinal illuminance has been shown to result in larger perceptive fields .
Researchers (Volbrecht & Nerger, 2012; Volbrecht et al., 2009) have proposed that differences in rod-cone ratios may explain differences in perceptive field size. While the density of cones in the temporal retina is larger than that in the nasal retina at approximately 10°retinal eccentricity, so is the density of rods , resulting in similar rod-cone ratios for the temporal (15:1) and nasal (16:1) retinas (Volbrecht et al., 2009 ). Buck, Knight, Fowler, and Hunt (1998) proposed that the absolute, rather than relative, level of rod excitation underlying a stimulus determines the effect of rods upon perception, which would seem to imply that it is the absolute number of rods, rather than the rod-to-cone ratio, underlying a stimulus that yields the difference in hue perception for different retinal areas. As rod photoreceptor density is greater in the temporal retina than the nasal retina , one might expect the rod effect upon perception to be stronger in the temporal retina, causing perceptive fields in the temporal retina to be larger than those in the nasal retina. Although this is in keeping with Pitts et al.'s (2005) findings that perceptive field sizes decrease with increasing retinal illuminance, indicating that decreasing rod contribution decreases perceptive field size, Buck et al.'s hypothesis is inconsistent with findings from the current experiment, as well as those of others Volbrecht et al., 2009) . Thus, although it is possible, and even likely, that rod photoreceptor signals contribute to changes in hue perception across the retina, the situation appears to be more complicated than the absolute number of rods, or even the rod-tocone ratio, in determining perceptive field size.
It is worth addressing the finding that as stimulus size increased, differences in hue perception between the temporal and nasal retinas abated. This is likely due to the fact that as stimulus size increases, perceptive fields are filled in both the nasal and temporal retinas, maximizing hue perception for both retinal areas and resulting in similar percepts. Volbrecht and Nerger (2012) previously found a similar result when comparing hue perception for the vertical and horizontal retinal meridians: as stimulus size increased, thereby filling perceptive fields, differences in hue perception between the various retinal locations decreased.
Green, red, and saturation perception
The statistically significant differences between the binocular and monocular nasal hue-scaling functions were found for green, red, and saturation. Of the unique hues, perceptive field sizes were found to be the largest overall for green, and particularly large for green in the monocular nasal viewing conditions. This seems to imply that differences exist between the temporal and nasal retina in terms of distribution of photoreceptors underlying the perception of red, green, and saturation.
One color vision model proposes that the perception of green is mediated by M cones while the perception of red at longer wavelengths is mediated by L cones (Hurvich & Jameson, 1957) . Possibly the difference in the number of each cone type contributes to the difference between the green and red perceptive field sizes. Previous research has shown that L cones often outnumber M cones although the precise ratio between the two cone types does vary between individuals (Cicerone & Nerger, 1989; Nerger & Cicerone, 1992; Roorda & Williams, 1999) . Another possible explanation is an increase in the number of L-cone-mediated, relative to M-cone-mediated, parvocellular cells with hidden color opponency as one moves from the fovea to the peripheral retina (e. g., DeMonasterio, Gouras, & Tolhurst, 1975; Shapley & Perry, 1986) . Cells with hidden color-opponency are those that demonstrate color opponency only after chromatic adaptation suppresses one of the cone mechanisms contributing to the cell response (DeMonasterio et al., 1975) . This increase in the ratio of L-to M-cone-mediated cells with hidden color-opponency could result in L-cone signals suppressing M-cone signals, which may explain why the decrease in R/G opponent channel sensitivity with increasing retinal eccentricity has a particularly detrimental effect on the perception of green, while perception of red is largely preserved. Shapley and Perry (1986) also proposed the ''hit-or-miss hypothesis": as one moves out toward the periphery, ganglion cell responses are no longer driven by a single cone as they are in the fovea, and peripheral L cones have more connections to bipolar cells as compared to M cones. This results in L-cone input having greater influence upon the parvocellular pathway than M-cone input. In turn, this results in a decreased neural response to green while simultaneously preserving neural responses to red and leading to differential perceptive field sizes for red and green.
One remaining possible explanation for the larger perceptive field sizes for green is given by the models of color vision proposed by Drum (1989) and DeValois and DeValois (1993) , which hold that S-cones influence the perception of green. As S-cones are generally less numerous in the retina than M-and L-cones (Curcio & Allen, 1990; , stimuli would need to be larger in order to activate a sufficient number of S-cones to generate a ''green" percept (Volbrecht, 2016) .
Binocular vs. monocular hue perception
A caveat may be in order for this section: the literature regarding binocular hue summation is comprised of numerous important studies; however, it is difficult to generalize findings from the literature, as different studies not only used different methodologies to investigate the question of binocular hue summation, but were also based in varying theories, and therefore may have been testing different aspects of the same concept. Nonetheless, we will attempt below to incorporate our findings into the existing body of literature.
As mentioned previously, for both hue-scaling data and perceptive field data, binocular perception for the smaller stimuli in a given fixation condition appears to be determined by the temporal retina, rather than the nasal retina or an averaging of the signals between the two individual retinas. This was quite surprising, as all observers for the current study exhibited right-eye dominance. Even more unexpected was that previous research (Crovitz & Lipscomb, 1963; Stanley et al., 2011) involving binocular rivalry for chromatic stimuli found that a stimulus presented to the tem- poral visual field, and thus falling on the nasal side of the retina, appeared to dominate, regardless of actual ocular dominance. Both studies found that observers' most commonly reported responses tended to correspond to the stimulus that occupied the temporal visual field and thus fell on the nasal side of the retina, whereas for the stimulus occupying the nasal visual field, thus falling on the temporal side of the retina, perception either briefly occurred but was quickly dominated by the stimulus occupying the temporal visual field (Stanley et al., 2011) , or did not occur until after a delay of several minutes or was not perceived at all (Crovitz & Lipscomb, 1963 ).
There appears to be some variance between individuals, however, regarding which part of the retina will dominate binocular perception for a peripherally-presented stimulus. Leat and Woodhouse (1984) compared responses to dichoptic stimuli presented both continuously and flashed for 250 ms. They found that for the continuously-presented stimuli, the percept resulting from rivalry was consistent with the observers' dominant eyes, but for the 250-ms stimuli, whether the percept resembled the stimulus presented to the dominant or non-dominant eye varied across observers. While some observers did perceive the flashed stimulus presented to the dominant eye to consistently prevail over the stimulus presented to the other eye, others reported that the stimulus presented to the non-dominant eye typically suppressed that presented to the dominant eye, and still others showed no consistent pattern at all (Leat & Woodhouse, 1984) . These differences between individuals could explain the discrepancy of the findings of the current study with those of Crovitz and Lipscomb (1963) and Stanley et al. (2011) , as well as the reason that the eye that dominates during sustained binocular viewing, such as occurs as in everyday life and in the circumstances under which eye dominance is traditionally tested, may not actually be the eye that dominates during binocular perceptual tasks involving briefly-flashed stimuli.
Another possible explanation for the temporal retina determining binocular perception for smaller stimuli may be that the optic disk, or ''blind spot", the area of the retina with no photoreceptors where the optic nerve leaves the eye, is situated in the nasal retina. Because there are no photoreceptors at the optic disk, the part of the visual scene falling on the optic disk cannot be perceived. Under normal binocular conditions, however, the blind spot is not perceptually apparent: due to the lateral displacement of the eyes, a slightly different area of the visual scene will fall on the optic disk of each eye. Information about the part of the visual scene that falls on the optic disk of one eye is ''filled in" by the other eye in the visual cortex, when information from the two eyes is integrated. As the temporal retina does not possess a ''blind spot", it is possible that during this ''filling-in" process, information from the temporal retina is weighted more heavily, which might result in the temporal retina exerting more influence than the nasal retina over binocular perception.fMRI analysis of the region of V1 corresponding to the blind spot in humans has shown that it is activated in response to monocular stimulation of the eye ipsilateral to the blind spot region of V1 (Azzi, Gattass, Lima, Soares, & Fiorani, 2015; Tong & Engel, 2001; Tootell et al., 1998) . For example, in the binocular right fixation viewing condition of the current experiment, the stimulus would fall upon the nasal retina of the left eye and the temporal retina of the right eye. The blind spot region corresponding to the left eye in right hemisphere of V1, then, would respond to stimulation of the right temporal retina. Because the blind spot exists only in the nasal retina, there would be no such stimulation of the blind spot region occurring in the blind spot region in the left hemisphere of V1; therefore, in the binocular right fixation viewing condition, it would seem that more cortical area in V1 overall would be stimulated by the right monocular temporal retina than the left monocular nasal. It is possible that the greater influence of the temporal retina on binocular perception for smaller stimuli may result from the fact that more cortical area in V1 is activated in response to the temporal retina than the nasal retina.
Conclusion
In terms of both hue and saturation perception and perceptive field size, it appears that the temporal retina has greater influence over binocular perception than the nasal retina, at least for the smaller stimuli. This may relate to differences in photoreceptor distribution between the nasal and peripheral retinas, as well as possible differences in area of V1 activated by stimuli falling upon the nasal retina, which contains the blind spot, versus the temporal retina.
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